[Modified flow cytometry assay for CD62p expression of preserved platelets].
CD62p expression was an important monitoring parameter for preserved platelets quality. To setup an optimized flow cytometry assay for preserved platelets based on the CD62p expression on platelets, the platelet samples were collected, 0.1 mmol/L persantine and 1.1 mmol/L EDTA were added into the modified TB S used to replace PBS dilution; the methodological evaluation were carried out. Results showed that 0.1 mmol/L persantine and 1.1 mmol/L EDTA achieved to prevent platelets activation during the test procedure. The favorable negative or positive samples were prepared for check of fluorescence antibody's quality to ensure the validity of results. CD61 was used to identify platelets for assay and improve veracity of assay. The special injector was also replaced by special big syringe needle for blood collection to reduce in vitro artifacts, and the prepared sample can be steady-going for 48 hours at 4 degrees C after fixed by 1% paraformaldehyde. It is concluded that this flow cytometry assay for CD62p positive platelets is simple and efficient.